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International trade agreements are complex, covering many economic, technical and legal issues.  Countries
participate in, and implement, different types of trade negotiations, whether directly with one another or within and
according to the rules of multilateral institutions.  Each category of negotiations poses different demands and
challenges. 

Developing countries often face limited human, financial and technical resources.  Sometimes they require support to
develop trade policy positions and negotiate beneficial trade deals. They may lack access to expert trade policy
analysis and negotiation skills, limiting their opportunities to secure international agreements which would support
their country’s development. 

The United Kingdom Department for International Development (DFID) has established the Trade Advocacy Fund
(TAF) to provide short-term, demand-driven, hands-on support to trade policy makers and negotiators in Least
Developed Countries (LDCs), Lower Income Countries (LICs), Lower Middle Income Countries (LMICs) and Regional
Economic Communities (RECs) or other representative organisations that have members who are eligible. 

TAF assistance responds specifically to the real, practical needs of the applicant country.   The Fund provides:

Impartial information, analysis and advice on the technical and legal aspects of trade negotiations and disputes,●
and on formulating negotiating positions;

Training, capacity building and internships for relevant officials and organisations;●

Limited logistical support to participate in negotiations, disputes and key policy meetings.●

TAF publishes a series of toolkits that provide developing countries with step-by-step guidance on key aspects of
international trade negotiations. See www.tradeadvocacyfund.com for details.

TAF is managed on behalf of DFID by a dedicated Fund Manager: Crown Agents and Saana Consulting.

Technical assistance and strategic planning for negotiations 

There are a number of key decision points where a lack of technical expertise or institutional capacity can have a
significant negative impact on the implementation of trade strategy.  The Trade Advocacy Fund has been specifically
designed to assist low-income developing countries in addressing technical and capacity development gaps.
Examples of activities that TAF could support include:

1. Specialized training in policy analysis and strategic planning

2. Assistance with preparation of economic and legal analyses related to specific trade negotiations

3. Policy research on specialized trade strategy topics

4. Inter-departmental planning and coordination for trade and trade-related ministries

5. Hands-on advice and assistance with preparing negotiating positions

6. Financial assistance for short-term attendance at trade negotiation sessions. 

INTRODUCTION Introducing the 
Trade Advocacy Fund
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How to use the toolkit

This toolkit is a reference source of guidance on when to negotiate international trade agreements and how to
prepare for, conduct and implement the results of negotiations.  Topics covered in this toolkit include: 

determining when and how to use trade negotiations to advance your country’s or region’s economic•
interests;

working with stakeholders in your country to decide what your objectives should be;•

conducting negotiations; •

how to reach agreement; and •

how to determine when alternatives to an agreement are better options than agreeing to something that is•
not in your country’s interests. 

The content is based on insights and advice from experienced current and former trade negotiators from
around the world who have “been there”.  The principles and procedures set out can be applied, at all levels, in
international trade negotiations of all types.

Each category of negotiations poses
different demands and challenges“ ”
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PA
RT I Trade policy refers to the policy framework in which a

country conducts and manages its external commercial
relations. The practice of trade policy involves
negotiations to set and enforce international rules for
the conduct of commerce, the implementation and
enforcement of these trade rules domestically, the
exercise of a country’s rights under these rules, and
diplomacy in the process of negotiation. 

Trade negotiations typically focus on opening markets
and removing trade barriers. They also cover a wide
range of technical issues, including:

policies and procedures for setting import tariffs;•

procedures for valuing and where appropriate•
licensing imports; 

testing of imported goods for conformity with•
national standards; 

use of ‘trade defence’ measures such as anti-dumping•
or countervailing duties, or safeguard restrictions on
imports which are damagingly disruptive to domestic
industry; and 

ensuring that national regulation does not operate to•
restrict access to the domestic market.

Governments get involved in different sorts of
international trade negotiations. 

Multilateral negotiationsdetermine the rules that
individual governments or groups of nations agree to
follow in the operation of their own trade policies – most
importantly in the World Trade Organisation (WTO), but
also involving initiatives and agreements in other
multilateral bodies such as the IMF, World Bank,
UNCTAD, World Customs Organisation, WIPO, OECD and
the international bodies that deal with technical issues
and agree on common rules and standards. 

PART I When to 
negotiate

CORE NEGOTIATING TECHNIQUES

CORE
NEGOTIATING
TECHNIQUES

Bilateral
negotiations
between national
governments for
economic and trade
co-operation

Plurilateral or
regional
negotiations
within FTAs, regional
economic
communities etc

Multilateral
negotiations 
eg within WTO,
WCO, UNCTAD

Technical and
standards setting
bodies
covering eg
product, safety and
health standards

Negotiations with
preference giving
countries
on revised or new
offers of preferences
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Negotiations at plurilateral or bilateral levels follow the
same rules but are focused on a smaller group of
countries. These negotiations are equally concerned
about the removal and reduction of market barriers, the
granting of preferential entry conditions, and the
application and enforcement of common standards and
procedures.

Trade negotiations focus on commercial issues within a
country’s broader economic and social development
strategy. They are complemented by other government
policies (e.g. fiscal policy, industrial policy, employment
policy) and programmes (e.g. trade promotion
schemes) that help firms to take full advantage of a
country’s rights within a trade agreement. Often,
countries also use the stimulus of trade negotiations to
drive a domestic economic reform agenda.

Launching trade negotiations makes most sense when
there is a strong interagency consensus and strong
support at the highest political level. The most difficult
negotiations are frequently the preliminary ones that
take place within the government and with
stakeholders at home. This is a critical stage as it is the
strength and breadth of the consensus within and
outside government that provides the negotiating team
with the confidence to implement the best negotiating
strategy to pursue the country’s national interests. This
consensus will also inevitably be called upon to deal
with the final issues in reaching a deal and, if an
agreement is reached, in selling the result of a deal. 

The choice to launch trade negotiations is also the best
one when it is the best instrument to address a
particular set of problems which a government needs to
have resolved. Choosing the appropriate mix of policy
instruments is the first step in implementing an effective
international trade and economic development
strategy.

SOLUTION TYPES

PROBLEM

Solution desired

International
negotiations

Domestic policy
solution

What sort of
negotiations?

The most difficult
negotiations are
frequently the
preliminary ones
that take place
within the
government and
with stakeholders
at home

“

”
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the best policy instrument
senior trade officials advising ministers have
essentially two jobs: to advise fearlessly before a
decision is made; and to implement faithfully once the
decision has been made. 

When advising, problem identification is the first step in
determining whether trade negotiations are the
preferred option to achieve a particular policy objective.

Identifying the problem is not as easy as one would
expect. Is the problem a market access issue? Is it an
implementation issue? Is it something that can be
resolved at this particular point in time? Or would
domestic economic reform be the best strategy? Many
trade practitioners acknowledge that they do not
consistently spend enough time identifying the
problems or issues they are trying to address before
launching negotiations. 

Why? Four reasons for negotiating are consistently
given. 

First, countries should launch trade negotiations when a
problem or set of problems cannot be solved by
unilateral action. Internationally agreed rules, in this
case, are seen as the best strategy to advance and
protect a country’s commercial interests. Most
negotiations fit into this category, as they should: it is
the most logical and strategic way to use trade
negotiations as an effective policy instrument. 

second, trade negotiations can also be used on a
regional level to set up a free trade area or other joint
agreement to improve the collective position of the
participants and strengthen their collective position in
other negotiations. The CARICOM Single Market and
Economy (CSME) initiative is a good example of this, as
are the East African Community, the South Asian Free
Trade Area, and the Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS). 

When you have to negotiate

countries aren’t always free to choose whether or not to engage in trade negotiations, e.g. because:

A consensus arises within a multilateral organisation that negotiations are needed to update its provisions,•
to make a new push for the removal of trade barriers (for example the decision of the WTO in 2001 to launch
the Doha Development Agenda of multilateral negotiations), or to address new issues that have arisen 

The rules or standards operated under a multilateral technical body are overtaken by technological•
advances and need to be revised

Economic developments or a shift in economic power within a FTA or regional economic community, or•
even within a bilateral arrangement, lead to a demand by the stronger members for renegotiation of some
provisions, which may be hard for weaker members to resist

A preferential arrangement such as GSP runs out and the preference-giving country or group launches a•
renegotiation of terms, which the beneficiaries have no alternative but to participate in

In cases like this governments may have to go with the flow and work to get the best deal that they can.
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Third, countries are sometimes forced into negotiations
to rewrite the terms of a preferential trade agreement
that has been deemed WTO-inconsistent. The
renegotiation of the European Union non-reciprocal
trade agreements with African, Caribbean and Pacific
(ACP) countries is an example. 

Fourth, trade negotiators will tell you that all trade
negotiations are fundamentally about politics. There
may be very good commercial reasons not to engage,
and even better reasons not to sign. But governments
make decisions for all kinds of reasons. Trade
agreements may be signed because of long term
strategic interests even when the short term
commercial imperative is not clear. 

2. Factors that influence policy
choice
once the problem to be addressed has been identified,
the next step is to determine the context in which the
best policy choice will be made.

Factors to weigh at this stage include the following: 

Available resources

Developing countries often lack the human and
financial resources to meet all of their economic
development challenges. Comparing the resources
required to implement different policy instruments is
therefore critical to identifying the appropriate
choice/tool. 

The most visible and direct resource issue is the costs of
the salaries and programming to implement a particular
policy. But resourcing also includes the complexity of
administering the policy and enforcing regulations and
standards. This is especially challenging when it involves
coordination between several ministries and
stakeholders inside and outside government. 

Targeting a particular trade issue

Launching comprehensive trade negotiations to
address an individual trade problem is excessive. There
is also the risk that new issues will be put on the table by
the other side. The initial rationale for negotiations can
get lost as other agendas begin to affect the process. The
best policy instrument is the one that directly solves the
problem identified, with the least amount of
unintended consequences. 

Many trade
practitioners
acknowledge that
they do not spend
enough time
identifying the
problems they are
trying to address
before launching
negotiations

“

”
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The “politics” in trade policy 

There are many competing interests that will be affected
by an agreement. A decision to liberalize the market for
a particular good or service may greatly benefit
consumers and some producers but be loudly opposed
by a narrow group of powerful interests who will be
adversely affected. A fundamental issue in choosing to
pursue trade negotiations is the extent to which the
expected outcome is politically acceptable, and the
level of political support within the government. 

Organizational culture

How a government is organized, which ministers or
ministries hold the most power, and how the national
constitution affects decision-making: these are all
examples of how organizational culture can affect
policy choice. 

3. Trade policy options
choosing also involves an assessment of the costs and
benefits of the policy instruments available to the
government. 

This includes calculating the probability of success of
each option and the resource requirements for
implementation of each policy choice. 

The following are the main trade policy choices
available to governments. 

domestic reform.Customs reform, regulatory reform,1
lowering subsidies and other government-support
measures, measures affecting the movement of
goods across national borders and investments in
infrastructure are all examples of government actions
that can affect trade without requiring an
international agreement to implement them.
Changes in industrial policy, tax policy, fiscal policy
and monetary policy are similarly areas in which
governments retain a certain amount of policy
flexibility, even in those areas where existing
international agreements may limit that flexibility. 

Trade negotiations.Trade negotiations take many2
different forms: bilateral, plurilateral, regional and
multilateral. They are designed to be comprehensive,
but can also be targeted at particular problems. Trade
agreements form the regulatory framework within
which international business is conducted. 

Trade agreement implementation.Trade3
negotiations, even when they are concluded, are only
the end of the beginning. The real value of trade
agreements comes when obligations are
implemented and enforced, and the private sector
takes advantage of the enhanced market access and
procedural improvements that trade agreements
offer. But many lower-income developing country
governments do not have the capacity and resources
to implement fully their obligations. The resulting
“trade implementation deficit” reduces the value of
trade negotiations as an effective policy instrument.

diplomacy and communications.Many trade4
problems between countries are low-level
disagreements or even misunderstandings. Most can
be resolved through a well-designed

Trade negotiations,
even when they
are concluded, are
only the end of the
beginning

“
”
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communications strategy, inter-governmental
consultation and cooperation through joint working
groups, and other measures. 

Unilateral action. Governments can also take5
unilateral measures to promote their commercial
interests. Imposing safeguard measures against
imports which cause or threaten to cause serious
injury to a domestic industry, launching an anti-
dumping or anti-subsidy investigation or initiating
trade dispute proceedings in the case of a suspected
infringement by a partner are acceptable options,
though in each case there are detailed WTO criteria
and rules that have to be observed and the case has to
be fully justified. The process can be expensive if it
involves buying in external economic or legal advice. 

Governments may also be tempted to apply measures
that are usually regarded as inconsistent with the WTO
(i.e., unilaterally imposing new non-tariff barriers or
quantitative trade restrictions) on a temporary basis in
order to address a particularly sensitive domestic
political issue or a balance of payments crisis. The WTO
has rules that permit the temporary use of some
measures to address balance of payments issues. Use
of other unilateral measures, however, is extremely
risky as they can expose a country to a challenge in the
form of possible disputes action by other WTO
members, or even to possible retaliatory action by
trading partners.

Unilateral trade liberalization.Such liberalization has6
become more common as a result of the discussion
about global value chains and the appropriate policy
response. Many governments reduce the import tariff
applied to a particular item below the previously
applied rate, or below the level at which a tariff may
have been “bound” in the country’s WTO schedules.
The discussion about global value chains, however,
has expanded the options considered (e.g. unilateral
permanent reductions of tariffs and elimination of
non-tariff barriers), regardless of any requirement to
do so, because it is in the national interest. 

PA
RT
 I

Global value chains and trade policy

Firms try to slice up the process of creating,
manufacturing, financing, and servicing what
they produce into as many separate activities as
possible in order to maximize the value which
they create within their operations.
Globalization is increasingly facilitating the
location of these activities around the world.
Firms also find that they need to be able to
move goods and services across national
borders, and sometimes several times across
the same border, and imports can be as
important as exports. These and other
developments are challenging many of the
assumptions about the substance of trade
negotiations and the trade strategies pursued
by individual countries.

The ideal outcome
for negotiators is to
reach an
agreement that
optimises their
respective
countries’ interests
but is also
acceptable to the
other parties

“

”
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Lessons to share
There’s no one-size fits all when it comes to a●
trade negotiation. Developed countries tend
to have a wider set of interests at stake while
developing countries often have a narrower
focus on specific areas. That alters the
negotiation dynamics. 
In the Uruguay Round one major country
focused on getting rid of restrictions on its textile
exports but ignored its important interests in the
agriculture talks.

consider other routes outside of trade●
negotiations.One option is Dispute
Settlement action, which may still be a quicker
process. There are also a number of voluntary
fora where members develop cooperative
approaches to issues. 
At the Vladivostock Summit APEC members
agreed to reduce tariffs on environmental
goods, moving forward where the WTO wasn’t
able to do so.

“In a trade negotiation you should be able to count the serious
political issues that go to Ministers on one hand ”

ANDREW STOLER
FORMER DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL, WTO 
AND FORMER SENIOR U.S. TRADE NEGOTIATOR

Alliances and coalitions shift depending on●
the issue. It’s important to avoid personalising
a confrontation. A good trade negotiator will
preserve the possibility of working with his or
her counterparts in all delegations.
The U.S may be on the same side as India in some
cases, and on many occasions works with
African or Latin American countries on issues
where they have the same position.

A skilled negotiator can use the WTo●
secretariat to advance the country’s
objectives in a trade negotiation.Training
exercises to understand how to write effective
negotiating proposals can be useful.
To be ahead of the game trade negotiators can
feed in language for inclusion in a negotiating
group Chairman’s statements and text.

sensitive issues can still be accommodated.●
One option is to come back to specific issues
for example after five years. Another is to set
up a consultation mechanism to discuss the
issue over time. 
In the Australia/New Zealand/ASEAN FTA 10
countries agreed to a basic template on foreign
direct investment and built in a gradual process
of liberalising measures to follow.

A good trade negotiator will always find a way●
to reach an agreement.A trade agreement
has to be bottom up from a lowest common
denominator that can be built on. Everyone
has to feel they have got something out of it.  
In the final three months of the Uruguay Round
WTO members worked from dawn to midnight
and all delegations showed flexibility in their
positions to reach an agreement.

Trends 
Trade negotiations are going back to plurilateral
agreements consisting of ‘coalitions of the willing’
with progress made on mega regional
agreements. Trade agreements can help to bring
much needed investment and attract companies
to build their global value chains in a country.

IN
SIG
H
T 1
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The negotiator’s job is to determine the potential zone
for an agreement and to implement a strategy to get a
result within that zone. The ideal outcome for
negotiators is to reach an agreement that optimises
their respective countries’ interests but is also
acceptable to the other parties. 

In its preparations for formal negotiations, the team
collects, analyses and interprets information in order to
bring as much precision as possible to its understanding
of this zone of agreement. Negotiators also want to look
at this space from as many angles as possible so as to be
able to understand how many different paths lead to the
intersection of interests which may produce a solution.
Negotiators need also to know how the other side views
this zone of agreement, from what angles, and what it
needs in an agreement. This analysis is critical to
reaching a deal. 

Negotiations usually begin without either side having
all of these answers. The negotiation process provides
an opportunity through questions and active listening
to develop greater precision and a deeper
understanding of the issues, and of the interests and
priorities of the other parties in the negotiation. 

One of the more important factors to analyse is what
happens if there is no agreement. The negotiating
team’s appraisal of its alternatives to agreement –
actions other than international negotiations that can
be taken and have a similar effect – defines what the
team is willing, or may be compelled, to negotiate. The
government’s ability to implement any of those
alternatives defines the extent to which it is willing to
risk an agreement. Generally, the stronger the
alternatives, the firmer the stance a negotiator can
adopt in negotiations. Conversely, the weaker the
alternatives, the more flexibility a negotiator needs to
offer to reach an agreement – short, of course, of settling
for an agreement which would be actively contrary to
national interests. 

The negotiators on the other side of the table are doing
the same kind of calculus of risks and returns. In
preparing for negotiations, therefore, each team needs
to focus on understanding the motivations, interests,
and potential strategies and tactics of the other side. 

Experienced negotiators will tell you that they need to
know what the answer to a question will be before they
ask it. To get to that level of understanding, they will use
background research, their networks of experts, their
country’s missions abroad, the negotiation process itself
and all other means available to them to fill in any
knowledge gaps. 

The problem for many countries is that they do not have
the resources and expertise to do all of that analysis. This
is a problem that cannot be completely overcome.
However good planning and strategic thinking can
make up for some of these constraints. 

An increasingly common tool for analysis is for the
parties to conduct a joint study of the prospects for
negotiations. Similar to an agreed upon statement of
facts in a legal case, these studies try to find a consensus
about the basic principles and the main issues for the
prospective negotiations. The studies then try to
estimate the economic value of an agreement. 

Such studies tend to be overly optimistic in their
predictions, particularly in their estimations of gains
from trade for all sides. Some trade officials who have
been involved in these joint studies argue that it can be
difficult to separate the research function of these
studies from the negotiation process itself, even if
formal negotiations have yet to be launched. They find
that joint studies end up being negotiations but in a
different form. 

Joint studies should also not be a substitute for
intelligence gathering for the team’s internal purposes.
However, under the right conditions, joint studies can
provide an early indication of what a potential deal
could look like and the seriousness of the bumps in the
road along the way. 

PART II Preparing for 
negotiations
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Consulting stakeholders

Trade-related international negotiations affect
the lives and work of people.  it is vital to get the
maximum political support at home, and that
particularly includes manufacturers, traders,
consumers and civil society bodies.  They must be
consulted.  

TAF Toolkit 1, Communication Strategies for Trade
Negotiations, gives valuable guidance on the many
different ways in which this can be done and the
techniques that can be used.  See
www.tradeadvocacyfund.com 

Key points are:

The government needs to have an established•
decision-making structure on tradewhich
involves all the ministries and official agencies
that have responsibilities related to the
negotiation, with clear lines of responsibility and
accountability

National parliaments must be fully informed of•
the issuesand given the opportunity to offer
comments and advice

Non-governmental stakeholder groups have•
interests too, in particular specific industries
which may be affected by the negotiation: not
just industrial associations and firms, but also
workers’ representatives such as trades unions

Many civil society groups have a legitimate•
interest, such as consumers’ groups,
environmental organisations and women’s
representatives

The government may not have all the necessary•
supporting information available from its own
resources. Consult economic research
institutes, universities and other specialists to
see what they can contribute

Make sure that the main media in your country•
(Tv, radio, online and printed media)
understand why a negotiation is being
undertaken, and what benefit the government
hopes to obtain for working people and
consumers

it’s a good idea to bring stakeholder groups•
together in a joint consultative committee,
perhaps involving both officials and non-
governmental interests, where all their views,
especially conflicting views, can be aired and
tested

carry out these consultations in good time•
before a negotiation is due to begin so that the
results can be evaluated and valid points fed into
the government’s policy-making machinery. As
the negotiation proceeds you may need to call
follow-up meetings
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Not all the stakeholder points made will be valid•
or achievable in practice. Also, in settling
negotiating aims and strategy you will have to
make tradeoffs between different national
interests and stakeholder groups.  It’s easier to
present an agreed policy to the public if
everybody has been given a fair hearing and
knows what others have been saying

keep stakeholders informed on a regular basis.•
If you have set up a consultative committee, it’s a
good idea to have meetings regularly – say every
3 months – or at key moments during the
negotiation when something significant has
happened 

openness has to be balanced with discretion.•
You can’t reveal everything in the government’s
plan because it’s important not to undermine
your position with your negotiating partners.
You must know clearly what “bottom line” may
be eventually acceptable, but you need to keep
it confidential until crunch time arrives

Taking stakeholders and the wider public into•
your confidence as far as you canduring the
course of negotiations will help to create
understanding and trust and make the eventual
outcome more publicly acceptable. 

In settling
negotiating aims
and strategy you
will have to make
tradeoffs between
different national
interests and
stakeholder
groups

“

”
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Key principles 
With the negotiating parameters sorted out, the
preparatory work shifts to identifying negotiating
objectives and specific interests to advance or defend.

objectivesare the expected results from a negotiated
agreement. They are usually phrased as general
statements (e.g., to open new markets for goods and
services) and can usually be found in ministerial
statements. Objectives help to determine the issues that
will be discussed in the negotiations. Identifying the key
issues is a central part of negotiation planning. 

An issue is something that has several possible
outcomes of what is acceptable for your side. A simple
example is a tariff. A number of domestic exporting
firms want to see a particular tariff eliminated in a
foreign market because they think it will help them be
more competitive in that market. These firms may wish
to see it eliminated immediately. As part of the
negotiations, the other side could propose a number of
possible scenarios in terms of the timeline to get to
elimination. Tariff elimination on this particular good
could also be linked to other tariff reductions; it could
also be traded-off for a concession somewhere else in
the negotiations. Negotiations are always a two-way
street, but not necessarily in a straight line.

How do you make sense of what is important to the
other side and where the trade-offs may be? Trade
negotiators stress that you have to distinguish between
positions and interests. Positionsare the arguments
that make the case for a particular point of view.
Determining the reasons behind the positions taken by
other parties reveals where their interests lie. That is
what is really important to understand.

The quickest way to understand the other parties’
interests is by asking “why?” Why is the other side taking
that position? Does it make sense, for example, that they
are spending so much time talking about protecting a
sector of the economy, when you know that that
particular sector is very competitive? What don’t you
know about that sector that explains the position they
are taking? Or are they just bluffing? You won’t really
know until you completely understand their interests. 

PA
RT II

KEY PRINCIPLES

NATIONAL
INTERESTS

Negotiating
objectives

Identify interests
of other parties

Issues for
negotiation

Positions
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Lessons to share
Trade negotiations require a lot of patience to●
identify the right issues and start talking on
the same wavelength. It’s a tough atmosphere
and often discussions mean long hours spent
in the WTO’s Room W and the Green Room. 
In the run-up to the Bali Ministerial at times
differences came down to agreeing on a single
word as parties negotiated whether to use
‘happen’ or ‘undertaking.’

There’s still a big capacity gap to be plugged●
for developing countries. It’s imperative to
address the seriousness of the issues at stake
and develop the right assessment. Yet many
countries are operating at different levels. 
Technical assistance and know-how to support
the LDC Group’s coordination efforts to sit
together and strategise can help to address the
remaining issues. 

Negotiations are important for all parties●
involved and it’s not just developing
countries that stand to gain.There needs to be
mutual recognition from both sides to come
to an equal footing. 
Trade negotiators should be considerate and
avoid making statements in the corridors which
suggest that developing countries are being
done a favour as this undermines trust.

There’s no need to reinvent the wheel in a●
negotiation. With greater complexity in trade
issues and intra-country relations, more
people want to cover their interests. Yet it’s
important to find ways to streamline the
process. 
Many new parameters are being brought into
trade negotiations. In cotton, it’s becoming
standard to look at production from a human
rights or child labour angle as well as the
economic angle.

Trade negotiations shouldn’t stop at the●
negotiating table. It’s critical to operationalise
the agreements and achieve development

“Issues and interests determine how to climb the trade
negotiation mountain and when to use either ropes or ladders”

IN
SI
G
H
T 
2

CHRISTOPHER ONYANGA APARR
H.E. AMBASSADOR OF UGANDA TO THE WTO 
AND CHAIR, LDC GROUP

outcomes to close the gaps that exist by using
enhanced market access for social impact. 
A framework needs to be in place for businesses
and traders to be involved. Chambers of
commerce and export promotion agencies and
investment authorities should be consulted.

Everyone needs to take a long-term●
perspective of the benefits of trade
negotiations and not be shortsighted.
Members need to consult, come to common
positions as a Group and work in a transparent
way. 
The LDC Group must realise it’s not negotiating
from a position of weakness and forge clearly
defined positions working alongside the Group
Chair and the WTO Secretariat.

Trends 
The agreement reached at the WTo Bali Ministerial
can now be used as a stepping stone to move
forward together at the multilateral level. Trade
negotiations have come a long way but have also
become more complex with many aspects as the
different tools and interests expand.
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1. Getting it right
There are no set rules on how to conduct trade
negotiations. 

Experienced trade negotiators do however suggest that
there are some unwritten rules which should be
followed and have some advice about issues to
consider: 

initial positioning is important.Negotiators reveal•
their bottom line – the minimum commitment that
you are willing or politically able to accept – rarely, and
only when completely necessary. To get as far away as
possible from that eventuality, negotiators use their
initial position as an indicator of the outside limit of
what they are prepared to accept. From that
maximum position negotiators tend to work inward
gradually throughout the negotiations towards a
bottom line, strategizing so as to not to completely
reach it. 

requests and offers define the most important•
players in a negotiation. Trade negotiators expect
that negotiations will proceed by all sides making
“requests” of the other side for trade liberalization and
offering “concessions” in return, all on issues which are
both substantive and technical. Trade negotiators
tend to overemphasize requests and to limit the
extent of their offered concessions. When
negotiations involve more than two parties, those
who are most open to requests and offers tend to be
those who have the most influence on the outcome of
the negotiations. 

Negotiations are often about rule making rather than•
traditional market opening. Increasingly, tariff
reductions are being replaced by rule-making as the
main focus of trade negotiations. This is a result of the
significant progress made over the years to reduce
tariffs. With tariffs largely being phased out except in
some sensitive sectors, the remaining barriers to
international trade arise from framework policies of
governments such as standards, regulations and
other measures which can have the effect of non-tariff
barriers. 

Negotiations are dynamic.Nothing happens in a•
vacuum. Negotiations, like everything else, can take
on a life of their own because they occur within an
ever-changing environment. As circumstances evolve
and new information becomes available, team
strategies and tactics may also have to change over
the course of negotiations. Interests – unless there is
some new and unforeseen event or development –
change more slowly. That’s why negotiators stress
interests over positions. 

The importance of listening.The most common piece•
of advice from current and former trade negotiators is
the need to master the art of active listening and
asking questions aimed at deeper understanding of
the interests and positions of the other side. There is
no single more useful way to determine the options
available to address a particular problem in the
negotiations. Active listening and probing questions
also help during the critical creative phase of
negotiations when both sides find themselves at an
impasse and need new approaches to find common
ground. 

The cultural dimensions of international•
negotiations.One of many fascinating aspects of
international negotiations is the opportunity to
engage with people who face similar challenges but
approach and think about them differently, for a
variety of reasons including the culture from which
they come. Trade negotiators all agree that cultural
norms can have a significant influence on how
individuals and teams act in negotiations. Learning
and adapting to different situations and individual
personalities adds to the complexity but is also
generally recognized as one of the more interesting
aspects of international negotiations.

PART III Formal 
negotiations 
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respect the process. There is usually a time to do a•
deal and it can (and sometimes should) be done
quickly. But all negotiators will tell you that you also
have to respect the process. There is a rhythm to
negotiations, and stages – although they may not be
identified as such – through which the negotiations
pass. Moving too quickly to compromise leads
frequently to an inferior deal with unexplored options
left on the table. Such a situation can also lead to
criticisms from stakeholders and superiors back home
that a better outcome was possible. On the other
hand, moving too slowly may jeopardize the deal as
events and other priorities overtake the process. 

Whoever holds the pen, controls the process. Most•
negotiators will tell you that the side that prepares a
text for discussion has the advantage over those who
do not. Why? By tabling a written text first, your side
has seized the opportunity to define the substance of
the argument and the area of potential agreement on
your terms. The other side has to agree to use this as a
basis, but it is always harder to change the text –
particularly its structure and approach – once it is
written down. Even it if it is not agreed to, or not in the
form in which it is first submitted, the text becomes
the focus of discussion. 

some issues are better left resolved by ministers.•
Even the most capable and experienced negotiators
will not expect to resolve all issues. There are always
some issues that will require a political intervention.
This is part of the process of getting a final deal and of
helping the government prepare itself to promote the
deal once it is reached. 

There is both a science and an art to negotiation. The•
science is in the use of decision-making tools to
determine your interests and those of the other party
or parties, the probability of different outcomes and,
ultimately, success. The art is in using interpersonal
skills, the ability to convince and be convinced, and
the wisdom to know when and how to get a deal. The
art is acquired through practice, experience and,
sometimes, mistakes. Both are equally important and
inextricably linked. 

There is a
difference
between being
assertive and being
belligerent, just as
cooperation does
not mean weak
acquiescence

“

”
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2. Strategies and tactics for
effective negotiations
Effective communication in a negotiation means
sending the right messages to the other party, and
ensuring that they are properly understood. 

This requires the use of appropriate strategies and
tactics. A strategy is your plan to achieve desired goals.
Tacticsare the specific actions taken to implement that
strategy. 

There are two basic strategies: cooperation and
competition.A cooperative strategy seeks to identify
options that satisfy the goals of both parties.
Cooperative strategies are also referred to in the jargon
as integrative bargaining, value creation, problem
solving, or a win-win negotiation. 

cooperative tacticsare those that emphasize common
interests, proposing an agreement that expressly
addresses the other side’s needs and priorities, and
finding solutions that are of mutual benefit. Creative
thinking about alternative approaches and new options
is also an indicator of cooperative strategy. 

competitive strategiesare the other extreme: seeking a
solution in which the other side concedes more than
you. Such strategies are also referred to as distributive
bargaining, value claiming, and a zero-sum negotiation. 

Competitive tactics are typically aggressive and
unyielding, and expressed in stark terms. Criticism of the
other side’s position, refusing to accept any
responsibility for problems in the negotiation, rejecting
the need to make concessions, and frequent threats to
break off negotiations: these are all examples of tactics
used to implement a competitive strategy. 

Such tactics can really only be employed from a position
of strength, such as by the party with the greater
economic weight in the negotiation. But even
negotiators from countries with the economic
advantage generally agree that such tactics should be
used sparingly, if at all. Appearing to be a bully wins you
no friends. As professionals representing their
respective countries, trade negotiators are always
thinking about how to maintain good relations, even
when there are differences of opinion. 

Negotiators use a combination of competitive and
cooperative strategies throughout the process of
negotiations. They are both useful instruments if they
are used at the appropriate stage in the process and for
the right reasons. There is a difference, for example,
between being assertive and being belligerent, just as
cooperation does not mean weak acquiescence. It is all
part of the process of getting the best deal possible
while respecting the other side. 

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS

STRATEGY

COMPETITIONCOOPERATION

Tactics:
insist on
achieving all aims

Tactics: 
seek mutually
advantageous
compromise

Victory FailureAgreement
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3. Multi-party negotiations and
coalitions 
When there are more than two parties to a negotiation,
and especially in large negotiating groups such as
multilateral or regional organisations, countries may
form coalitions to increase their relative power. 

Coalitions can simplify negotiations by reducing the
number of parties acting independently, and they are
commonly mobilized in the major multilateral
economic bodies such as the WTO and UNCTAD.
However the interplay among shifting coalitions, which
are different for various issues, can also increase the
complexity of the negotiations (e.g., when subgroups
within the coalition get together to coordinate their
positions on issues where there are differences in
opinion). Coalition membership can increase your
relative power within a negotiation, but it can also limit
your room to manoeuvre. 

Countries adopt different roles in coalitions. A
leadership role can enhance a country’s ability to
influence outcomes, but it also brings obligations.
Leaders can lose influence in the complexity of bringing
other partners on board to a coalition. Leaders also tend
both to have to moderate their own positions in order to

maintain a consensus among coalition partners, and to
contribute disproportionately to concessions that are
necessary to make a deal. 

There is also the “free rider”: the country that benefits
from the negotiating efforts of others without
contributing significantly on its own account. Taking on
this role may be convenient, comfortable, and even
preferable as it can save effort and expense. Free riders,
however, cede control of the process and even of
decisions to others. Free riders are generally not
popular; if the practice is used too frequently, they can
find themselves isolated when they have an issue that is
important to their government, and may attract little
sympathy around the table for their position. 

Where a natural coalition exists in multilateral
negotiations (such as in the WTO or UNCTAD), the
parties will organize themselves around clusters of
issues on which their interests converge and which can
be advanced through cooperation. Most commonly,
coalitions will be cross-cutting, with countries allied
with certain other countries on one or a few issues, but
with different countries on other issues. 

MULTI-PARTY NEGOTIATIONS AND COALITIONS

ISSUE B

ISSUE A ISSUE C

ISSUE D
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4. Dealing with a stalemate,
closing the deal, and when to
walk away
A stalemate occurs when all options have been
considered and all information provided, but there is
not enough on the table, or the issues are not
sufficiently balanced, for everyone to agree. 

What to do? 

One option is to try to persuade the other side to change
its bottom line. This is the time when politics frequently
enters the negotiations. Another option is to find some
way to change your own bottom line without
compromising your interests. 

If all else fails, there is no deal. Trade negotiators,
however, are notoriously allergic to the possibility that
they may be unable to reach a deal. Inability to get a deal
is seen as a failure on all levels – political, technical and
even personal. There are always enough team members
who are optimistic enough to rally the troops to try
harder and look for a better solution. 

When a negotiating team is going through this process,
it is important to remember that negotiations are a
means to an end, not an end in itself. Nevertheless many
negotiations end because either or both sides decide
that so much work has gone into them that an
agreement must be reached even if it is imperfect. The
practice is so common that academics even have a term
for it: “agreement syndrome.” Others call it negotiation
exhaustion. The reality is that a deal that is not in a
country’s best interests may be worse than no deal at all.
Once a deal is reached, it is difficult to change one
specific piece of it without opening up the whole
agreement all over again. 

PA
RT III The reality is that a deal that is not in a

country’s best interests may be worse
than no deal at all

“
”
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Lessons to share
Everyone should be actively involved in trade●
negotiations. countries need to understand
the issues, position themselves and build
alliances. A comprehensive trade strategy that
identifies how to implement measures is
critical. 
In SADC negotiations, the Zambian Ministry of
Commerce brought on board the copper
industry to support the deal. As a result, copper
exports went out to SADC members duty free.

resource gaps need to be plugged from the●
start. It’s important to build the necessary
institutional memory and structure in-country
to support the evolving policy framework and
work to manage the agreement outcomes. 
Zambia successfully proposed to adapt the
institutional structure for regional negotiations
from being led by Brussels to a greater country
focus creating a stronger negotiating platform.

The focus should be on how to identify, map●
out and balance the range of stakeholder
interests in-country.That means using
potential benefits, such as employment gains,
to show why agreements matter and to build
relations with sectoral champions. 
In SADC and EPA negotiations, Zambia Sugar
travelled to all the meetings using their own
resources to provide the necessary technical
backing.

There’s a need to show confidence-building●
measures on the ground to complement
discussions as trade negotiations are rarely
straightforward.You have to show the different
stakeholders that there is value to be derived. 
In regional trade programmes setting up one-
stop border posts helped to show movement and
provide immediate benefit, encouraging people
to be part of the process. 

Trade negotiators need to give the signal that●
they know what they are talking about. At the
same time it’s about demonstrating that you
are a good listener and can show flexibility

“Trade negotiations are always dynamic. Having one, two and
three fallback positions is going to be vital”

DOROTHY TEMBO
FORMER CHIEF TRADE NEGOTIATOR, ZAMBIA 
AND FORMER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ENHANCED
INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK

linked to your national or regional positions. 
Leading up to the Hong Kong Ministerial
Zambian Minister Patel met with the U.S. to
explain the LDC position on duty free quota free
market access - a signal that built up confidence.

No country can operate as an island. There’s●
no longer a need to convince anyone about
trade’s role in development. Yet having an
inclusive, informal approach is key. That
means working to isolate specific issues, agree
on them and then move on. 
Trade facilitation is in every country’s interest,
especially for those that are landlocked. Crafting
the right approach helps everyone to get
involved in a meaningful way.

Trends 
Given the complexity of multilateral trade
negotiations it’s important to exercise flexibility
on the ‘nothing is agreed until everything is
agreed’ principle and allow particular areas to
move ahead. Aid for Trade has given everyone
hope to continue the process on a positive
trajectory.

IN
SI
G
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The real value from trade negotiations is derived from an
agreement that is fully implemented and enforced.
Implementation is also the point at which the focus of a
trade agreement shifts from government to the private
sector. Firms take advantage of the new rights and
obligations derived from the agreement to build further
their businesses and contribute to the economic
development of the country. 

That is the principle. It doesn’t always work out that way.
Many trade agreements are never implemented, and
many more are not fully implemented. In a multilateral
or plurilateral agreement some members may
implement more effectively than others. Capacity
limitations, particularly for developing countries,
explain the mixed track record for trade agreement
implementation. Domestic politics can also lead to
governments deciding to risk retaliation or dispute
proceedings from their trade agreement partners rather
than expose domestic firms to changes in the country’s
trade regime that would occur from full implementation
of commitments. 

Officials from developing countries also frequently
point to a stark reality: what is the benefit, they argue, of
exposing their firms to increased competition if their
firms are already weak and have few chances of taking
advantage of any new agreement? This situation raises
the question of why trade negotiations were pursued in
the first place. In those cases where negotiations were
perceived to be the only option (e.g., WTO-inconsistent
trade agreements or procedures that needed to be

changed), it is also important to ask: does the end justify
the means if developing countries are no further ahead
as a result? 

These are difficult questions to answer. Many trade
negotiators – from developed and developing countries
alike – argue that the standard comprehensive trade
agreement template which is typically used, and the
manner in which trade negotiations are traditionally
pursued, are frustrating the process of further trade
liberalization. What is required is some innovative
thinking. 

Many trade negotiators also suggest that we need to
adopt more realistic expectations about what is possible
and probable. With the complexity of modern-day
negotiations, we are on a more evolutionary rather than
revolutionary path. There are always issues that are
moving forward, even if they aren’t being fully
recognized, resolved or implemented. A “soft” approach
to getting international agreement on some trade-
related issues (e.g. competition policy) might have a
better chance of success if “the clock is stopped” and
negotiating parties are given a chance to get more
comfortable with the issues.

Mainstreaming the growth of trade into a country’s
economic development strategies will continue to take
more time than initially planned. Timelines, deadlines
and red lines are not useful measures of success if they
are not grounded in a full understanding of what
everyone is trying to achieve. 

PART IV Implementing 
the agreement

The real value from trade negotiations
is derived from an agreement that is
fully implemented and enforced

“
”
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Lessons to share
Trade agreements can’t deliver without the●
supporting infrastructure on the ground to
enable them to be used effectively. That
includes the legislative and regulatory
infrastructure. Agreements need to be broken
down to take them forward. 
In the Caribbean the policy makers take the
decision to engage in a negotiation. Yet, limited
capacity on legislative drafting makes it hard to
push agreements through Parliament.

The private sector should drive and inform●
the process: they are the ones who trade.
Business needs to determine the interests at
stake to craft a strategic approach. Champions
can then help to communicate the potential
benefits to others. 
Telecommunications liberalisation came out of
the Uruguay Round showing net positives for the
Caribbean. Bigger companies are now showing
SMEs how inputs feed into global value chains.

An assessment of the areas of comparative●
advantage and empirical data to inform
positions is key.Trade is the basis for the
economic transformation of many economies.
Smaller economies need to tie trade to
development. 
Analysis is underway by Caribbean regional
bodies on the export value of creative industries.
One musician in Jamaica for example earned
more in a year than the entire banana industry.

Trade negotiations are still gender-●
imbalanced though there is an upward
trajectory. The field is frenetic and travel-
oriented. It’s important to look at the work-life
balance and champion young women. 
Under the GATT there were approximately 10
women as compared with 400 men with a few
female ambassadors. Now trade networks exist
that promote women’s participation. 

Understanding how trade negotiations work●
in practice is important.Negotiations are not
set in stone. They are dependent on variables

“Trade negotiations are like a map. There are always going to be
many pathways to reach the same goal”

PAMELA COKE HAMILTON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CARIBBEAN EXPORT
DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

as minor as a comma in a text, and as major as
relationships and trust. 
In the Uruguay Round the limit set for small
producers not subject to textiles obligations was
1% of global trade. Jamaica stood at 1.2%. After
negotiation, the number was adjusted to include
Jamaica.

Managing a combination of the formal and●
informal in a trade negotiation is critical.
Discussion and agreement in a formal setting
set the framework but the informal process
can help to break a deadlock. 
Without an invitation to a sub-group meeting
Jamaica’s negotiator for textiles simply showed
up to represent his country’s interests and sat on
the floor, apologising for being late.

Trends 
regional bodies support smaller countries with
limited capacity and enable all countries and
interests to be represented at the table. regional
agreements are an integral foundation for the
global context, helping to build a seamless trading
regime across the global space.

IN
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Success in trade negotiations is based on strategy.
Negotiators face many challenges, including
unbalanced economic power relationships,
vulnerabilities of specific economic sectors, and
capacity constraints, both in the domestic economy and
in government. The outcome of negotiations is a
function of a team’s preparedness and of how they use
their resources, skills, and the support they receive from
the people they represent. Governments are the formal
players in the negotiations, but the interests they
advance are determined by the people they represent –
producers, traders, exporters, importers, consumers,
and the general public. 

It is important to recognize that, as noted above,
negotiations are a means to an end and not the end in
itself. They are a strategic choice made by governments
in comparison to all other instruments available to them
to achieve a particular policy objective. 

International trade rules define the limits within which
governments can use policy instruments to influence
the decision-making of firms. The choice to negotiate is
a choice between retaining current rights and
obligations and any degree of policy flexibility
preserved from past negotiations, as against the
possibility of limiting policy flexibility in exchange for
increased rights and opportunities in a new agreement. 

Trade negotiations are launched successfully when the
political and economic context for all parties is
conducive to changing the existing rules through
negotiation. They are successfully concluded when all
parties determine that the terms of the agreement
satisfy at least their minimum requirements. Trade
agreements are implemented when all parties are
satisfied that the terms benefit them over time and
provided that they have the capacity to implement their
obligations through legislative and regulatory change.

Trade negotiations are too often launched in the quest
for short term results instead of long term gain. Too
many negotiations are now being launched, with many
countries – even those with deep pockets – unable to
coordinate and manage a crowded agenda. There are
too many fronts on which to advance and interests to
protect all at the same time. It is not surprising in this
context that the implementation agenda is in “deficit”.
More realistic expectations and greater
acknowledgement that progress is being made would
produce a better and more sustainable outcome. 

CONCLUSION

More realistic expectations and
greater acknowledgement that
progress is being made would
produce a better and more
sustainable outcome

“
”
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The steps in planning and managing negotiations: A summary
The following is a checklist of the steps involved in planning, managing and implementing 
trade negotiations: 

Problem identification. Negotiations are pursued when a problem facing a government cannot be
resolved through unilateral action, or when external circumstances arise which require negotiation.
Problem identification is the first step in determining whether launching negotiations is the
preferred policy instrument. 

Interest identification. Before choosing to negotiate governments need to be sure that they have
sufficient domestic political support for a probable outcome. This requires careful consultation with
all interest groups in the economy.

Interdepartmental consultation. Some of the most difficult negotiations take place internally as
governments prepare their objectives and strategy for negotiations. 

Political consultation. Negotiations can only succeed with strong and sustained support from the
highest political level. 

Establishment of negotiating team. The machinery to manage the negotiations internally needs to
be established early on. The necessary financial resources need to be allocated so that the team can
implement its mandate. 

Stakeholder engagement. Continuous engagement of central and local governments, the private
sector, other interest groups and the public is critical to build and sustain support for the
negotiations, to inform the national position, and to promote the outcome once a deal is reached. 

Development of negotiating agenda. This results from issue identification, analysis, and
consultations with domestic interests and trading partner(s). 

Formulation of negotiating positions and strategies. This is based on analysis and consultation.

Negotiations. These are an interactive process of making requests, offering concessions, and
reaching compromises. 

Preparation of draft agreement. The use of legal expertise to translate the substantive work done by
the negotiators into text. The final agreement is reached on the basis of the complete text. As they
say at the WTO: “Nothing is agreed to until everything is agreed.” 

Political approval. Political approval is dependent upon a country’s constitutional provisions and
requirements and a complex set of internal decisions and actions taken. Approval also does not
occur in a vacuum. When former UK Prime Minister Harold Macmillan was once asked about what
could affect implementation of his government’s agenda, he said simply: “events.” 

Implementation. The agreement is implemented into the laws and regulations of the member states
and brought into force. It is important for negotiating partners to monitor each other’s
implementation process. This helps to maintain confidence in the agreement among all partners
and to avoid potential problems of enforcement and interpretation. 
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